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Part I - Introduction 
 

ccurate Model Parts (AMP) began in 2007 with the release of two waterslide decal designs for 

U-boats - the white Type VIIC waterline draught marks and the snorting bull insignia. Since 

then we have added other designs including waterline draught marks for other types and scales and 

the emblems of famous boats such as U 96, U 201 and U 505.  

 This article provides an overview of AMP decals. Detailed information about the waterline 

draught marks, snorting bull, laughing sawfish and snowman can already be found in other existing 

articles within either The Wolf Pack: A Collection Of U-Boat Modelling Articles or The Wolf Pack 

II: Another Collection Of U-Boat Modelling Articles (both of which can be downloaded for free) 

and it is not intended to replicate this information herein. In these cases brief details are given 

together with a pointer to where the more detailed information may be found. In the cases of the 

Type IX emblems, the detail is provided in this text together with placement guides. The placement 

guides for the waterline draught mark decals can be found on our decals webpage and within the 

waterline article. 

 A full listing of all of our decals can be found in Part VI. 

 

Matching boat, insignia and configuration 

 

Many Kriegsmarine U-boats were adorned with insignia on their conning towers. The quality and 

origin of insignia varied greatly, with some being merely sketches (malings) which were present for 

short periods. Other designs (emblemes) possessed greater artistic merit and lasted for numerous 

patrols. Another type of insignia was the bootswappen, which were coat of arms belonging to a 

German town or city. U-boats would also often sport flotilla emblems to indicate the flotilla they 

were assigned to. Another common insignia was the crew emblem, which was borne to show the 

officers’ class that the boat’s commander graduated from. Depending on the predilection of the 

commander and the space available on the tower, a flotilla emblem or crew emblem may or may not 

have been sported in addition to a personal emblem.  

 To be historically accurate it is advisable for modellers to pick a certain U-boat and depict the 

boat at either a particular date or time period. Our choice of U-boat will often be dictated by our 

interest in a particular insignia. We should be wary that an individual boat would not necessarily 

have worn an insignia throughout their whole career. Another consideration is that a change of 

commander, or change of flotilla, would often see an existing insignia replaced with a new one. The 

insignia itself would also be liable to slight modification when the boat was repainted. U 47, for 

example, had multiple versions of the snorting bull insignia.  

 Another aspect we should be aware of regards the endless modifications made to the U-boat 

fleet. If we take Revell’s IXC kit, and wish to model U 505, we might first identify that the kit is 

configured with a Turm IV, two twin 20mms and a 37mm automatic. Following on from this, we 

A 
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might try to identify the period in which U 505 had this configuration. Next we ascertain the 

insignia the boat had during the time period when this configuration was in place. In the course of 

this type of research it may become apparent that the insignia we wish was not applied when the 

boat had the configuration in the kit. For example, in the case of U 505 we should make an 

alteration to the boat’s armament in order to add the axe insignia to our model.  

 This research process includes matching a particular boat and a particular paint scheme and a 

particular insignia and a particular configuration. This method is beset with complications due to 

the absence of adequate research material. It is very difficult to collect photos showing the paint 

scheme, insignia and configuration of one boat during every patrol. To assist customers buying our 

decals, we have chosen three boats - U 96, U 201 and U 505 - and written articles to try to match 

boat, paint scheme, insignia and configuration at every stage of each boat’s career.  

 

Other articles 

 

To avoid repetition, the detail within the snorting bull, U 96, U 201 and U 505 articles is not 

incorporated here (please refer to them within both Wolf Pack collections). The article “U 505: 

Modifications, Colours & Insignia” within the second collection addresses the armament and tower 

configurations (Turm 0, Turm II and Turm IV) of the Type IXs and this should be referred to prior 

to any purchase of Type IX decals. Similar information pertaining to the Type VIICs can be found 

in the article “Type VII Modifications”, which can be found within the original Wolf Pack 

collection. 

 The AMP decals themselves (together with accompanying placement guides) can be found at 

- http://amp.rokket.biz/decals.shtml 

 

Part II - Type IX Decals 
  

T9-SHELL-72 

 

ur most recent emblem designs are in support of Revell’s 

1/72nd Type IXC U-boat kit (RV5114). Although the kit has 

many commendable aspects, most of the decals included in the kit 

require replacement. Firstly, the waterline draught marks have the 

inaccurate two-digit system that was never used on the real Type 

IXs (see Part V). Secondly, the kit decals for the scallop shell 

have a red shield background. Colour period photos indicate that 

red was not used in the shield upon the real U 505. Our 

replacement shell decal - T9-SHELL-72 - includes a dark green 

shield background. A full discussion of this subject can be found 

within the U 505 article.  

  

 

 

O 

Below left: The design for 

AMP’s T9-SHELL-72 decals 

includes a green shield and 

white border. The thin black 

border on the kit decals is not 

replicated in our design 

because it is not present in 

period photos of the real boat. 

 

Below right: The position and 

size of the shield decals is 

correct on the Revell kit 

instructions so modellers may 

refer to use these instructions 

when positioning AMP decals 

on their model. 
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Please note that this version of the shell, with the shield 

background, is only suitable for the final patrol of U 505, when 

the boat was captured by US naval forces. The 2nd U-Flottille 

decal that is included in the Revell kit is perfectly acceptable 

and requires no aftermarket replacement.  

It should be considered 

that the flotilla emblem and the 

shell emblems on either flank of the tower were all subject to the 

high degree of paint peeling and salt staining that was found on the 

outer surfaces of U 505’s tower. These decals should be suitably 

modified (preferably by painting over but instead you could scrape 

away small sections of the decal) to faithfully replicate this 

appearance. This type of weathering should not be applied to the 

“CAN DO JUNIOR” kit decal since this red text had only just been 

applied by US personnel to celebrate their capture of the German 

boat.  

 

T9-SHELL-EARLY-72 

 

When U 505 sailed on her 

penultimate (second last) patrol, 

between the 25th December 1943 

and the 2nd January 1944, a 

different version of the scallop 

shell insignia was present on the 

tower. This “early” version of the 

scallop shell (which features in 

AMP decal T9-SHELL-EARLY-

72) included no shield background 

at all. The early shell was located in the same position, on either flank of the tower.  

  

Left (2): U 505 enters Brest at the end of her penultimate patrol in January 

1944. We can see the first version of the scallop shell (without any shield 

background) and the 2nd U-Flottille emblem. A rescue operation prompted 

an early postponement to this patrol. Since the patrol was so short in 

duration, the amount of weathering and paint peeling should be kept to a 

minimum.  

 

Below left: The design for AMP’s T9-SHELL-EARLY-72 decals has no 

green shield. The shell was the personal emblem of U 505’s third and final 

commander, Harald Lange. 

 

Below: Once again the Revell kit instructions may be used as a guide 

when positioning the shell emblem on a model. 

Right (1): U 505 in the aftermath of her capture by US naval forces 

in June 1944. Note the degree of paint peeling and salt staining on 

the tower. For full accuracy, modellers could try to add this peeling 

and salt on top of the AMP decals. 
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T9-AXE-72 

 

Earlier in U 505’s career, when Peter Zschech was in command of the boat, a large axe emblem was 

added to the tower just below the spray deflector. This was in place from patrols 4 to 11 (from the 

4th October 1942 to the 7th November 1943).  

 The AMP version, which copies the axe seen in photo 3, has the following characteristics - 

 

➢ black handle. 

➢ dark grey axe support with four lines. 

➢ large axe with a straight edge and six lines.  

 

 The version in Georg Högel’s emblem book (U-Boat 

Emblems Of World War II 1939-1945) has the following 

characteristics - 

 

➢ wooden handle. 

➢ dark grey axe support 

with five white lines. 

➢ large axe with a curved 

edge and four white lines.  

 

 The version that can be 

found on uboat.net has the 

following characteristics - 

 

➢ wooden handle. 

➢ dark grey axe support 

with no white lines. 

➢ smaller axe with a 

straight edge and four white 

lines.  

 

 As can be seen in photo 4, the large axe was placed 

underneath the spray deflector, with the top of the handle in 

roughly the same horizontal position 

as the navigation light. The 

axe on the port side, which 

was a mirror image of the 

starboard axe, was located 

in the same position. Both 

axes had the blade pointing 

to the front. 

 Note: Customers 

who buy T9-AXE-72 are 

provided with two axes 

and one set of Olympic 

rings. There is therefore 

no need to purchase an 

additional set of Olympic 

rings. 

 Customers who have 

Above: The design for AMP’s 

T9-AXE-72 decals follows the 

axe seen in photos of U 505 

rather than the versions in books 

or the internet. The axe on the 

left hand side of the decal sheet 

is for the starboard side of the 

tower. 

 

Left (3): This close up image 

(which is part of photo 4) 

permits a much closer view of 

the axe. 

 

Below (4): This photo was taken 

during the short period when U 

505 had a Turm II tower. The 

image shows the very large size 

of the axe and its position 

underneath the spray deflector. 
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bought axe decals should be aware that some modification should be made to the Revell IXC kit in 

order to portray U 505 with the axe emblem. A detailed discussion can be found in the article “U 

505: Modifications, Colours & Insignia” and it is recommended that you read the relevant passages 

before deciding to buy our axe decals. However, as a brief overview, the Revell kit is configured 

with a Turm IV tower, two twin 20mms on the upper platform and one 37mm automatic on the 

lower platform. The modifications you might consider making to the Revell kit in order to depict U 

505 with the axe (from the start of patrol 5 to the end of patrol 11) are - 

 

➢ changing the 37mm automatic on lower platform to a 20mm Vierling. 

➢ removing the Balcongerät from the lower hull. 

 

 The four-barrelled 20mm Vierling can be found in the following aftermarket sets - 

 

➢ CMK / Czech Master Kits CMKN7223 - Type IXC Vierling 20mm (future releases). 

➢ CMK / Czech Master Kits CMKN7220 - Type IXC weapons set - includes Vierling 20mm 

and 105mm deck gun (future releases). 

 

 The naval (Kriegsmarine) 20mm Vierling was effectively the same as the army (Heer) 20mm 

Vierling. This is advantageous as it means that one could add a 20mm Vierling from an army 

vehicle directly onto a U-boat model. If you are unwilling to purchase the CMK products above, a 

20mm Vierling can be sourced from the following German army kits - 

 

➢ Revell 80-3195 - Sd.Kfz. 7/1 mobile anti-aircraft battery (includes Army Vierling).  

➢ Italeri 7026 - German guns set (includes Army Vierling). 

 

 There are other ways of sourcing a Vierling. For example, if you have Revell’s 1/72nd 

Schnellboot S-100 & Flak 38 kit (05002), you could build the Schnellboot with a 37mm and use the 

20mm Vierling on a U-boat model.  

 

(Many thanks to Jon Kelly for all the information relating to the Vierling kits. A list of all 

accessories can be found in his downloadable article “U-Boat & S-Boat Models & Accessories”). 

  

T9-RINGS-72 

 

A number of commanders celebrated their inclusion in the officers’ class of 1936 (Crew 36) by 

applying the Olympic rings emblem to the towers of the boats they commanded. This emblem 

derived its origin from the Berlin Olympic Games of 1936. Many boats, of different variants, all 

possessed this symbol: U 3, U 20, U 23, U 37, U 59, U 183, U 203, U 227, U 314, U 344, U 387, U 

394, U 407, U 426, U 440, U 467, U 505, U 534, U 546, U 555, U 643, U 710, U 760, U 869, U 

1230 and U 3504. Some boats had one set of rings while others had two sets. AMP decal set T9-

RINGS-72 includes two sets of rings. 

 

Rings on U 505 - Although we have no photographic evidence, it is reputed that when Peter 

Zschech commanded U 505 there was a set of Olympic rings on the tower. We do not have access 

to photos of the front of the tower under Zschech so it presumed that the rings were present in this 

position. Without photographs we are not in a position to state whether the rings were above or 

below the spray deflector.  

 It is reiterated that customers who buy T9-AXE-72 are provided with two axes and one 

set of Olympic rings. There is therefore no need to purchase an additional set of Olympic 

rings. 
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Rings on other Type IXs - Some 

boats had one set of rings at the front of the tower, while others had 

two sets (a set on either side of the tower). The following is a list of 

the Type IXs which are known to have had the Olympic 

rings insignia. Details of their placement are 

given where known. 

 

➢ U 37 - Two sets, just above and forward of the 

navigation light. Note there appears to have been a dark 

background (perhaps black) painted behind each ring. The 

rings were probably only present when Gustav-Adolf Janssen 

was in command in the period between November 1941 and 

June 1942. The boat had a Turm 0 at this time. 

➢ U 183 - Unknown position. Likely between November 

1943 and April 1945. 

➢ U 534 - One set at the front of the tower, in the position 

shown in the drawing above. This is confirmed on photos of the 

boat with a Turm II and Hellgrau 50 upper hull. Since Herbert 

Nollau was in command throughout the boat’s career it is 

possible that U 534 retained the rings until her sinking. 

➢ U 546 - One set at the front of the tower.  

➢ U 869 - One set at the front of the tower, 

just below the wind deflector. 

➢ U 1230 - Unknown position. 

 

 Please note that U 37 had a Turm 0 tower when the rings 

were in place so the Revell tower would have to be extensively 

modified to depict this boat. Another difficulty is that U 37 is a 

Type IXA and this would require serious 

modifications to the Revell kit.   

 All of the other boats on this list (U 

183, U 534, U 546, U 869 and U 1230) 

should have had the Olympic rings along 

with the same configuration as the Revell 

IXC kit (Turm IV, two twin 20mms and one 

37mm). It is therefore possible to add the 

Olympic rings directly to the Revell IXC kit 

to depict these boats. 

 

T9-10UF-72 

 

The following Type IX U-boats are reputed 

to have borne the emblem of the 10th U-Flottille - U 155, U 160, U 161, U 170, U 172, U 174, U 

Right: The design for AMP’s T9-RINGS-72 decals. The decals can be 

used on Type IIs, VIICs and IXs. In some case modellers will only need 

one set of rings but there are two sets of rings included in this decal set 

so that all boats can be covered. Details of the rings on Type IXs follow 

below, while the rings on Type VIICs and Type IIs can be found in Part 

III and Part IV respectively.  

  

Above: The position in this 

drawing follows U 534 in 1943. 

With respect to U 505, it may be 

preferable to add the Olympic 

rings in this position. 

  

Below: The design for AMP’s T9-10UF-72 decals. The 

U-boat in the emblem should point forward so the 

example on the right hand side is the port emblem. 
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Below: The drawings show the positions of 

the 10th U-Flottille emblem at seven 

different time periods. The emblem does 

appear to be the same size on the boats. It 

can be seen that on U 160 the emblem was 

relocated from below the spray deflector to 

above the spray deflector. Note that all dates 

show the date when the boat left on patrol. 

175, U 176, U 506, U 508, U 509, U 510, U 513, U 514, U 515, U 516, U 523, U 525, U 539 and U 

543. 

 The design of AMP’s T9-10UF-72 decals was conducted using several photos, including the 

excellent photo of U 509 on page 16 of U-Boot im Focus 9 and a similarly useful image of U 506 

on page 11 of U-Boot im Focus 10.  These photos show small differences between the emblem 

painted on these boats and the drawing of the 10th U-Flottille that can be found in Georg Högel’s 

authoritative book U-Boat Emblems Of World War II 1939-1945 and in online sources. The real 

photos of U 506 and U 509 (as well as a photo of U 160) show that a small and basic gun drawing 

was used in the real emblem rather than the number 

10 used in Högel’s book. It is possible that some IXs 

did have the number 10 on their version but it is clear 

that U 506 and U 509 had a gun in this position. The 

AMP decal version includes the gun.  

 Another difference concerns the width of the 

bars on the iron cross. The black bars on Högel’s 

version are wide, whereas the narrower AMP decal 

version follows the version evidenced in the photos of 

U 160, U 506 and U 509.  

 

 
  

The position of the emblem varied among boats. As can be seen from the drawings above, U 

170 and U 510 had one emblem at the front of the tower whereas other boats had the same symbol 

on either side of the tower. There are two sets of emblems included in each purchase of T9-

10UF-72 to allow any boat to be modelled. 

 The drawings above show the positions of the emblem at various points in 1942, 1943 and 

1944. In 1942, when the boats had a Turm 0, the emblems were located on either side of the tower. 
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In 1943 and 1944, when the Turm II and Turm IV towers were used, there was a singular emblem 

placed at the front of the tower below the spray deflector. This suggests that in 1943 the position at 

either side of the tower was replaced by the position directly at the front of the tower. There is not 

enough information here for this to constitute evidence, but in the absence of any further indicators, 

it is advised to add the emblem to the position directly in front of the tower when modelling a 

Turm II or Turm IV tower.  

 One aspect which might be used as supporting evidence is that the 2nd U-Flottille emblem was 

added is this same singular position below the spray deflector. This is perhaps the position which 

became favoured for flotilla emblems since it allowed for the addition of a personal emblem above 

the spray deflector.  

 It is considered that the following boats has the emblem of the 10th U-Flottille at the 

same time as the configuration used in the Revell IXC kit - U 170, U 510, U 516, U 539 and U 

543. This means that the AMP 10th U-Flottille decals can be used on these five boats without any 

modification to the kit. As discussed above, if customers 

do not have any photos of these boats showing emblem 

position, it would be advisable to add the emblem at 

the front of the tower, directly below the spray 

deflector.  

 

Part III - Type VII Decals 
  

T9-RINGS-72 

 

he AMP Olympic rings decals are also suitable for a 1/72nd Type 

VIIC U-boat model. Details are as follows - 

 

➢ U 203 - When sunk in February 1941, the boat had one set at 

the front of the tower directly below the coat of arms of Essen. 

➢ U 227 - Unknown. 

➢ U 314 - On port side, probably on starboard side as 

well. 

➢ U 344 - Unknown. 

➢ U 387 - Unknown. 

➢ U 394 - Unknown. 

➢ U 407 - Prior to September 1942 this boat had the coat of arms of Danzig at the front of the 

tower, “Los gehts” in white writing on the starboard side and one set of Olympic rings on the port 

side. 

➢ U 426 - Unknown. 

➢ U 440 - Unknown. 

➢ U 467 - Unknown. 

➢ U 555 - At some stage rings one set of rings was present at the front of the tower (below 

wind deflector, with “U-Rendtel” in white writing below the rings). 

T 

Left (5): A camouflaged U 160 returning from patrol to 

Lorient in 1942. The position of the 10th U-Flottille 

emblem can clearly be seen in a central position below the 

spray deflector. There was a similar (mirror-imaged) 

example at the same position on the starboard side. In both 

examples, the U-boat faces forward. 

Above: The design for AMP’s T9-

RINGS-72 decals, which can be 

used on Type IIs, VIICs and IXs.  
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➢ U 643 - One set below wind deflector. 

➢ U 710 - Unknown. 

➢ U 760 - The rings were parts of a shield emblem which included the number 13 and 13 

fishes. 

 

Snorting bull 

 

The snorting bull was the 

flotilla emblem of U-boats 

which served in the 7th U-

Flottille. This was often 

sported in addition to 

personal emblems. 

 According to U-

Boat Emblems Of World 

War II 1939-1945 by 

Georg Högel, the 

following U-boats sported 

the snorting bull insignia 

at some stages of their 

careers: U 46, U 47, U 48, 

U 69, U 73, U 74, U 75, U 

77, U 93, U 94, U 96, U 

98, U 101, U 103, U 135, 

U 207, U 213, U 221, U 224, U 227, U 266, U 267, U 281, U 358, U 359, U 382, U 390, U 406, U 

409, U 415, U 434, U 436, U 442, U 454, U 455, U 528, U 531, U 551, U 552, U 553, U 561, U 

567, U 575, U 576, U 578, U 590, U 593, U 594, U 600, U 607, U 617, U 614, U 618, U 641, U 

650, U 662, U 667, U 707, U 709, U 714, U 751 and U 976. With at least 62 boats adopting this 

emblem, the snorting bull was perhaps the most commom of all U-boat insignia. 

 A full discussion can be found in the article “The Snorting Bull Insignia”, which is part of the 

original Wolf Pack collection. On page 110 can be found details of the positions and sizes of bulls 

on individual boats. The AMP snorting bull decals are available in two sizes, normal and large, with 

the suffix on the decal code indicating size (for example, C-72N is for normal and D-72L is for 

large). 

 

  

Above: The design for AMP’s snorting bull 

decals. These are available in two sizes - 

normal and large - and in four scales - 

144th, 72nd, 48th and 35th scale. 

 

Right (6): The bull was applied in a variety 

of sizes, with this example being a 

particularly large case in point. 

 

Left: The majority of 7th U-

Flottille boats had the normal 

sized snorting bull in the position 

shown here. Many other boats 

will have this position but U 77, 

U 135, U 406, U 575 and U 617 

are confirmed with this position. 
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Laughing sawfish 

 

Another popular emblem is the laughing sawfish, which was present on U 96 for several patrols in 

1941. The boat’s commander, Heinrich Lehmann-Willenbrock, went on to assume command of the 

9th U-Flottille, and when he did so he adopted his former personal emblem as the flotilla emblem.  

 The war correspondent Lothar-Günther Buchheim was a guest on board U 96 during the 

boat’s seventh patrol. Many years later Buchheim wrote his classic novel Das Boot about his 

experiences aboard this particular patrol. A movie of the same name followed, and like the novel it 

became a true classic (surely readers require no introduction to this movie!). Although the real U 96 

did not sport the sawfish when Buchheim was on board, the emblem was used on the tower of the 

Left: When we think of U 96 we 

immediately think of the 

sawfish emblem. However, the 

snorting bull was present in 

various forms over a much 

longer time frame on the real U 

96 than the sawfish. Here can be 

seen the position of the bull 

(normal size) during the patrol 

in which the future author of 

Das Boot was a guest. 

 

Right: In 1942 U 96 had a pair of very large snorting bulls. 

Other U-boats including U 567 also displayed these large 

bulls. 

 

Below: An exception to the norm was U 94. In the early 

months of 1942 this boat had a singular bull facing to the 

left plus the emblem of a little animal tugging a British 

bulldog on either side of the tower. On patrol 8 the bulldog 

emblem was removed but the bull facing to the left 

retained. On the ninth (penultimate) patrol U 94 retained 

the singular normal sized bull directly at the front but it 

was reversed and now faced to the right. 
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U-boat in the Das Boot movie. There were subtle differences between the real sawfish and the 

movie version and these differences have been incorporated into the AMP decal design. 

 The AMP laughing sawfish decals include three versions - the green U 96 version, the blue 9th 

U-Flottille version and the black Das Boot movie version. All three versions are currently included 

on the sheet for our 72nd, 144th and 350th scale products (SAW72, SAW144 and SAW350). On our 

35th and 48th scale decals version is available on separate sheets as follows -   

35th scale - SAW35-BLACK, SAW35-GREEN & SAW35-BLUE 

48th scale - SAW48-BLACK, SAW48-GREEN & SAW48-BLUE 

 

 

 

  

Above left (7): U 96 entering St. Nazaire at the end of the fourth patrol on the 22nd May 1941. The gentleman 

with the white cap is the famous commander, Heinrich Lehmann-Willenbrock.  

 

Above right: The design for AMP’s laughing sawfish decals. The black example is the Das Boot movie version, 

the green example is the U 96 version and the blue example is the 9th U-Flottille version. In 35th and 48th scale we 

offer these versions as three separate decal sets.    

 

Right: The position 

of the green sawfish 

on the real U 96. 

Note that modellers 

also require a 

snorting bull (normal 

size) if they are 

depicting the real U 

96 with the laughing 

sawfish. 
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Remscheid & the snowman 

 

Another of the most popular U-boat emblems 

is the snowman of Adalbert Schnee’s U 201. 

This striking and memorable emblem derives 

its origin from the commander’s surname 

Schnee, which is German for “snow”. The 

boat also sported the crest of the city of 

Remscheid. This was part of the patenschaft 

scheme whereby many German towns and 

cities sponsored individual U-boats.  

There were two distinct versions of the 

snowman (SNOW-V1 is snowman version 1, 

SNOW-V2 is snowman version 2). There were also two distinct versions of the Remscheid crest 

(REM-E is Remscheid early, REM-L is Remscheid late). The 

table to the right shows the versions included in each decal set. 

For full details please refer to the article “U 201: Remscheid & 

The Snowman” within the second Wolf Pack collection.  

 

Decal Scale Includes 

SNOW35A 32/35 REM-L + SNOW-V2 

SNOW35B 32/35 REM-L + SNOW-V1 

SNOW35C 32/35 REM-E 

SNOW48A 48 REM-L + SNOW-V2 

SNOW48B 48 REM-L + SNOW-V1 

SNOW48C 48 REM-E 

SNOW72A 72 REM-L + SNOW-V2 

SNOW72B 72 REM-L + SNOW-V1 

SNOW72C 72 REM-E 

SNOW144 144 REM-E + REM-L, 

SNOW-V1 + SNOW-V2 

Right (8): Adalbert Schnee returns U 201 from a war patrol on the 

8th August 1942. The later version of the Remscheid shield (REM-L) 

can be seen in the central position at the front of the tower, while the 

2nd version of the snowman (SNOW-V2) can be seen on the port 

side.   

 

Top left: The blue sawfish 

was present on many boats 

serving in the 9th U-Flottille. 

The position was the same for 

U 92, U 309, U 409 and U 

604 which all had the early 

Turm 0 tower. 

 

Bottom left: The position of 

the black sawfish on the 

fictional U 96 in the Das Boot 

movie was much farther aft 

and also higher up. 
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Above: The design for AMP’s snowman and Remscheid decals. As can be seen, in 35 th scale there are 

three individual products (SNOW35A, SNOW35B and SNOW35C). The same individual sets are 

available in 72nd scale and 48th scales. In our singular 144th decal set (SNOW144) both versions of the 

snowman and both versions of the Remscheid shield are provided. The decals are also suitable for any 

1/32nd scale U-boat model. 

 

Right: Here can be seen the position of 

the early Remscheid shield on the side 

of the tower on U 201 in 1941. 

 

Below: This guide can be used for the 

wavy camouflage pattern on U 201. 

 

Left: A guide to 

placement of the late 

Remscheid shield 

and two versions of 

the snowman. 
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Part IV - Type II Decals 
  

T9-RINGS-72 

 

he AMP Olympic rings decals (T9-RINGS-72) are also suitable 

for Type II U-boats in 1/72nd scale. Details are as follows -  

 

➢ U 3 - Probably present on this boat when Joachim Zander 

was in command between March 1942 

and September 1942. 

➢ U 20 - One set high up on the 

front of the tower. Present when serving 

in Black Sea in 1943, possibly also in 

1942. 

➢ U 23 - Present at times during 

1942, 1943 and 1944. 

➢ U 59 - Present at times between 

April 1941 to July 1942. 

 

ICMTII 

 

On all types of U-boat operating in the 

pre-war period, the boat’s number was 

painted in large numerals on the tower 

and this helps greatly with identifying individual boats in this 

period. To support the two 1/144th scale early IIB kits (ICM’s 

ICMS009 and Revell’s RV5115), we offer a full set of 

numbers to allow both sides of the tower of any of the pre-war 

IIBs to be depicted. The numbers would be suitable for any 

pre-war 144th scale U-boat but no other pre-war U-boats are 

currently available in this scale. 

 

 

 

T 

Above right: The 

design for AMP’s T9-

RINGS-72 decals. 

 

Right (9): The white 

pre-war numbers on 

the tower of the Type 

IIB U 13.  

 

Below right: The 

design for AMP’s 

ICMTII decals, which 

are intended for the 

ICM’s 144th Type IIB 

kit (ICMS009) or for 

Revell’s 144th Type 

IIB kit (RV5115). 

 

Above and left: Introduced to the AMP 

decal range in 2020 is the black cat for 

Teddy Suhren’s U 564. The 1942 version 

has a shorter tail and also has a white 3X 

rather than black 3X. The shorter tail was a 

consequence of the introduction of the wind 

deflector.  
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PRE72 

 

To support the Special Navy 1/72nd scale Type IIA kit we offer our 

mixed-media set AMP7201, which includes photo-etched brass, resin, 

flags and decals. The decal set included with 72-01 includes the pre-

war numbers 2, 4 and 5 in white. For modellers who wish to depict U 

1, U 3 or U 6, we offer the pre-war numbers 1, 3 and 6 in white within 

decal set PRE72W.  

 At an early stage the Type IIAs had the pre-war numbers in 

black. Our decal set PRE72B includes 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 in black to 

allow a boat with black pre-war numbers to be depicted in 72nd scale. 

The black numbers 1 and 3 are included in the Special Navy decal set 

but these numbers in the kit decals are thought to be slightly oversized 

in comparison to period photographs.  

The real Type IIs 

 

It would be helpful at this point to study the pre-war numbers on Type 

II U-boats as this subject is not covered in any publication to date. The 

following colour configurations are evidenced in period photographs 

of Type IIAs and IIBs - 

 

➢ The very earliest scheme - evidenced upon U 1, U 2, U 3, U 4, 

U 5 and U 6 - had black pre-war numbers upon either a light grey (Hellgrau 50) tower and upper 

hull or a medium grey (Dunkelgrau 51) tower and upper hull. This scheme appears to have been 

used predominately, if not exclusively, upon IIAs.  

➢ A very common scheme featured white numbers upon a medium grey (Dunkelgrau 51) 

tower and medium grey (Dunkelgrau 51) upper hull.  

➢ One of the most pleasant of all U-boat schemes featured upon IIAs and IIBs. This included a 

white tower and medium grey (Dunkelgrau 51) upper hull. In this scheme the pre-war numbers 

were either black or a medium grey. 

➢ An incredibly striking paint scheme was employed upon the Type IIs serving in the Spanish 

Civil War. Whereas the Type VIIAs had the civil war striped arranged vertically, the Type IIs had 

the red, white and black civil war stripes arranged horizontally on the tower. The pre-war number 

was painted in black upon the white band on the tower. There were also stripes on the forward deck 

and aft deck. The upper hull and tower were medium grey (Dunkelgrau 51). 

 

 There was no consistency across the U-boat fleet and it is therefore possible to find photos in 

which boats sitting side by side in port have different colour schemes. 

Above: The decals 

included in the 72-01 

mixed-media set.  

 

Far left: PRE72B 

includes black pre-war 

numbers for U 1 to U 6.   

 

Left: PRE72W is 

designed to complement 

the decals included in 72-

01, allowing U 1, U 3 and 

U 6 to be modelled if 

desired. 
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Part V - Waterline Draught Marks 
  

aterline draught (draft in US spelling) marks were customarily applied in six positions to all 

U-boats. These were applied in white at the bow, amidships and stern of both sides of the 

hull. The white marks are noticeable on freshly painted boats but they can also be seen on boats 

returning from patrol. Until recently these white marks have been completely omitted from model 

kits and their omission prompted us to release sets in several scales for three types of U-boat - the 

Type IIs, VIIs and IXs.  

 This subject is an entire subject in itself and readers are directed to the article “U-Boat 

Waterline Draught Marks” in the second Wolf Pack collection for more information. 

 

 

  

 It can be seen in the drawing above that the format employed upon all Type IX U-boats was 

the one-digit system. Unfortunately the waterline decals within Revell’s new 1/72nd Type IXC kit 

(RV5114) use the two-digit system. It is possible that Revell were wrongly influenced by the two-

digit system on the Type IIs. Whatever the reason, the application of the two-digit system renders 

Revell’s IX waterline draught mark decals entirely unsuitable. The AMP replacement set is K-72W. 

W 

Above (10-12): These photos show the forward set of waterline marks on three types of U-boat. Each numeral 

was spaced one decimetre (10cm) apart vertically and indicated the height above the keel. The format varied 

slightly between U-boat types but did not (with the exception of the VIIA) vary between each sub-variant. For 

example, the sub-variants of the IX class (IXAs, IXBs, IXCs and IXDs) all had the same format.  

 

Below: The designs for the AMP waterline draught mark decals. On the two-digit system used on the Type IIs, 

the numbers indicated the exact number of decimetres above the keel - for example, the number 44 indicated 44 

decimetres (4.4 metres) above the keel. Both the VII and IX designs used the one-digit system. The rectangles at 

the top of both the VII and IX designs indicated the 500cm level above the keel. On the IX design, the wider 

rectangle indicated 400cm above the keel, with the number 0 being superimposed on top of the white rectangle. 
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Part VI - Full AMP Decal Listing 
  

Decals by Accurate Model Parts - Waterline Draught Marks 

AMP code Scale U-boat type Suitable for the following 

kits 

Image 

A-72W 72 VIIB, VIIC, 

VIID 

Revell VIIC (RV5015), 

Revell VIIC/41 (RV5045) 

 
B-144W 144 VIIB, VIIC, 

VIID 

Revell VIIC (RV5038), 

Revell VIIC/41 (RV5100), 

Revell VIID (RV5009) 

 
I-32W 32 VIIB, VIIC, 

VIID 

OTW VIIC, Andrea VIIC, 

Engel VIIC, Accurate 

Armour VIIC (35th scale) 

 
J-144W 144 II Revell IIB (RV5115), ICM 

IIB 1939 (ICMS009), ICM 

IIB 1943 (ICMS010) 

 
K-72W 72 IX Revell IXC (RV5114) 

 
L-72W 72 II Special Navy IIA (SN72002) 

 
O-48W 48 VIIB, VIIC, 

VIID 

Trumpeter (TRU6801) 
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Decals by Accurate Model Parts - Snorting Bull 

AMP code Scale Size Suitable for the following 

kits 

Image 

C-72N 72 Normal Revell VIIC (RV5015), 

VIIC/41 (RV5045), VIIB 

 
D-72L 72 Large Revell VIIC (RV5015), 

VIIC/41 (RV5045), VIIB 

 
E-144N 144 Normal Revell VIIC (RV5038), VIID 

(RV5009) 

 
F-144L 144 Large Revell VIIC (RV5038), VIID 

(RV5009) 

 
G-35N 35 Normal Accurate Armour (35th), 

Dream Arts (35th), Andrea 

(32nd), OTW (32nd), Robbe 

(40th)  
H-35L 35 Large Accurate Armour (35th), 

Dream Arts (35th), Andrea 

(32nd), OTW (32nd), Robbe 

(40th)  
M-48N 48 Normal Trumpeter (TRU6801) 

 
N-48L 48 Large Trumpeter (TRU6801) 
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Decals by Accurate Model Parts - U 96’s Laughing Sawfish 

AMP code Scale Version Suitable for the following 

kits 

Image 

SAW35-

BLACK * 

35 Das Boot 

film version 

Accurate Armour (35th), 

Dream Arts (35th), Andrea 

(32nd), OTW (32nd), Robbe 

(40th) 

 

SAW35-

GREEN * 

35 The real U 96 Accurate Armour (35th), 

Dream Arts (35th), Andrea 

(32nd), OTW (32nd), Robbe 

(40th) 

 

SAW35-

BLUE * 

35 9th U-Flottille 

version 

Accurate Armour (35th), 

Dream Arts (35th), Andrea 

(32nd), OTW (32nd), Robbe 

(40th) 

 

SAW48-

BLACK 

48 Das Boot 

film version 

Trumpeter (TRU6801) 

 
SAW48-

GREEN 

48 The real U 96 Trumpeter (TRU6801) 

 
SAW48-

BLUE 

48 9th U-Flottille 

version 

Trumpeter (TRU6801) 

 
SAW72 72 Das Boot 

film version, 

U 96 & 9th U-

Flottille 

Revell VIIC (RV5015) 

 
SAW144 144 Das Boot 

film version, 

U 96 & 9th U-

Flottille 

Revell VIIC (RV5038) 

 
SAW350 350 Das Boot 

film version, 

U 96 & 9th U-

Flottille 

Any 350th scale VIIC (Revell, 

AFV, Flagman, Hobby Boss) 

or 400th scale VIIC (Mirage) 

 
* Previous AMP version (SAW35) replaced by SAW35-BLACK, SAW35-GREEN & SAW35-

BLUE 
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Decals by Accurate Model Parts - U 201’s Snowman & Remscheid 

AMP code Scale Version Suitable for the following 

kits 

Image 

SNOW35A 35 Remscheid 

late + 

Snowman 

version 2 

Accurate Armour (35th), 

Dream Arts (35th), Andrea 

(32nd), OTW (32nd), Robbe 

(40th)  
SNOW35B 35 Remscheid 

late + 

Snowman 

version 1 

Accurate Armour (35th), 

Dream Arts (35th), Andrea 

(32nd), OTW (32nd), Robbe 

(40th)  
SNOW35C 35 Remscheid 

early 

Accurate Armour (35th), 

Dream Arts (35th), Andrea 

(32nd), OTW (32nd), Robbe 

(40th)  
SNOW48A 48 Remscheid 

late + 

Snowman 

version 2 

Trumpeter (TRU6801) 

 
SNOW48B 48 Remscheid 

late + 

Snowman 

version 1 

Trumpeter (TRU6801) 

 
SNOW48C 48 Remscheid 

early 

Trumpeter (TRU6801) 

 
SNOW72A 72 Remscheid 

late + 

Snowman 

version 2 

Revell VIIC (RV5015) 

 
SNOW72B 72 Remscheid 

late + 

Snowman 

version 1 

Revell VIIC (RV5015) 

 
SNOW72C 72 Remscheid 

early 

Revell VIIC (RV5015) 

 
SNOW144 144 Remscheid 

early & late + 

Snowman 

versions 1 & 

2 

Revell VIIC (RV5038) 
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Decals by Accurate Model Parts - Pre-war Numbers 

AMP code Scale Version Suitable for the following 

kits 

Image 

PRE72B 72 Set of black 

pre-war 

numbers for 

U 1 to U 6, 

port and 

starboard 

Special Navy Type IIA 

 

PRE72W 72 Set of white 

pre-war 

numbers for 

U 1, U 3 and 

U 6, port and 

starboard 

Special Navy Type IIA 

 
ICMTII 144 Full set of 

pre-war 

numbers, port 

and starboard 

Revell IIB (RV5115), ICM 

IIB 1939 (ICMS009) 

 
 

Decals by Accurate Model Parts - Type IX Insignia 

AMP code Scale Version Suitable for the following 

kits 

Image 

T9-SHELL-

72 

72 U 505 Shell 

for final 

patrol (for 

capture) 

Revell IXC (RV5114) 

 

T9-SHELL-

EARLY-72 

72 U 505 Shell 

penultimate 

patrol 

Revell IXC (RV5114) 

 
T9-AXE-72  72 U 505 Axe 

(includes one 

set of 

Olympic 

rings) 

Revell IXC (RV5114) 

 

 
T9-RINGS-

72 * 

72 Olympic 

rings 

Revell IXC (RV5114), Revell 

VIIC (RV5015) 

 
T9-10UF-72 72 10th U-

Flottille 

emblem 

Revell IXC (RV5114) 

 

* T9-RINGS-72 (Olympic rings) can be used for Type II, VIIC and IX models 
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Decals by Accurate Model Parts - Type VIIC Insignia 

AMP code Scale Version Suitable for the following 

kits 

Image 

T7-U564-35 35 1941 (long 

tail) +  

1942 (short 

tail) 

Accurate Armour (35th), 

Dream Arts (35th), Andrea 

(32nd), OTW (32nd), Robbe 

(40th)  
T7-U564-48 48 1941 (long 

tail) +  

1942 (short 

tail) 

Trumpeter (TRU6801) 

 
T7-U564-72 72 1941 (long 

tail) +  

1942 (short 

tail) 

Revell VIIC (RV5015) 
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